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BORON SEGREGATION IN NI3AL
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The nickel-aluminide Ni3Al is an L12 (Strukturbericht notation, i.e. Pm3m)
ordered intermetallic compound that remains ordered up to the melting
temperature [1,2]. The unit cell of Ni3Al is fcc based. The face centered cubic
structure can be regarded as consisting of four interpenetrating simple cubic
sublattices, all occupied with the same atoms. In the L12 structure, nickel atoms
occupy three sublattices and Al atoms the remaining one.
The aluminide bears unique properties that make it especially attractive for
high temperature applications [2]. Unlike disordered alloys, the flow stress of
single crystalline Ni3Al increases with increasing temperature, reaching a
maximum value at 900 – 1000 K. The generally accepted model that describes
this anomalous behavior is the formation of Kear-Wilsdorf locks at elevated
temperatures [1]. Furthermore, at high temperatures the base material is
protected from corrosion by the formation of a protective aluminum oxide film
on the surface. Ni3Al forms the most important strengthening constituent up to
about 1100 K, the γ’-phase, in modern Ni-base superalloys, where it forms small
precipitates that affect the motion of dislocations, making the alloy more
difficult to deform. The temperature dependence of the flow stress is valid for
single crystalline Ni3Al, which possesses a high ductility. However,
polycrystalline Ni3Al exhibits low ductility and brittle fracture at room
temperature, which limits its applicability.
At room temperature, polycrystalline Ni3Al undergoes brittle intergranular
fracture after about 2% elongation in tensile tests [2,3]. This is not accompanied
by any appreciable plastic deformation within the grains. This intergranular
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fracture is not caused by impurity segregation to the grain boundaries, because
Auger electron spectroscopy measurements indicate impurity free grain
boundaries after in situ fracture [1,4]. The absence of harmful impurities at the
grain boundaries and the fact that Ni3Al slips on {111}<110>, which means that
it has more than enough slip systems and therefore should not experience slip
incompatibility at the grain boundaries, have lead to the assumption that grain
boundaries in Ni3Al are ‘intrinsically weak’ [5]. The low ductility at room
temperature is an intriguing phenomenon, especially when it is compared to
the high ductility of Cu3Au, which has the same crystal structure.
Microalloying processes have been used in attempts to increase the ductility of
Ni3Al. Microalloying involves the addition of minute amounts of dopants,
usually in the ppm range, to change and control the grain boundary chemistry
and cohesion. A large number of dopants was added, amongst which were
boron, carbon, titanium, magnesium, manganese and silicon. The addition of
boron was found to be the most effective way of improving the ductility of
polycrystalline Ni3Al [2] and resulted in a large improvement of the formability
and tensile ductility (up to 35% elongation at room temperature) [6]. Combined
with thermomechanical treatments, a tensile elongation of more than 50% was
reported [2]. Auger electron spectroscopy results showed that boron segregates
to the grain boundaries in polycrystalline Ni3Al [2]. Furthermore, it was
observed that boron addition is most effective with respect to ductility if the
bulk material is Ni-rich [2]. After the first observations of this phenomenon, the
beneficial effect of boron grain boundary segregation has been the subject of
several debates.
In this chapter, possible mechanisms for the improvement of mechanical
properties of Ni3Al by the addition of boron will be discussed, i.e. effects on
grain boundary cohesion, slip transmission at boundaries and grain boundary
character distribution. The effects of varying grain size, boron concentration,
Ni-enrichment and grain boundary character distribution on the fracture
behavior of Ni3Al will be investigated by manufacturing specimens for in situ
fracture in the JEOL JAMP 7800F. After in situ fracture, the Auger intensities of
all elements present can be obtained. The material that shows appreciable
ductility during in situ fracture will be used to manufacture specimens for
tensile tests. With Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM) observations on these
specimens before and after tensile testing, the deformation inside the grains and
the processes near the grain boundaries can be examined.
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Furthermore, a comparison between grain boundary and surface segregation of
boron and sulfur, especially under the influence of chemisorbed oxygen at the
fracture surface, will be performed. In earlier studies, boron was observed to
segregate more strongly to grain boundaries than to free surfaces, a behavior
that is opposite to that of sulfur, which is a common embrittling impurity in
Ni3Al [7]. Boron surface segregation was only observed after Ar+-bombardment
of a Ni3Al surface (leading to Ni-enrichment due to preferential Al sputtering
[8]) and annealing at high temperatures (∼1100K) [7]. However, knowledge of
boron segregation phenomena to clean surfaces under the influence of present
oxygen at ambient temperatures and under ultra high vacuum (UHV)
conditions is only scantly available. Surface oxidation of an alloy can influence
surface segregation, because the presence of oxygen can act as a driving force
leading to preferential segregation of one of the constituents [9].
5.2 THE BENEFICIAL EFFECT OF BORON
Ni3Al without impurity segregation exhibits low ductility, while there are
enough slip systems present, like in ductile fcc materials. The fact that the
addition of B, which segregates to the grain boundaries, increases the ductility
and changes the fracture mode to transgranular, indicates a change in
properties at the grain boundary. A number of possible effects will be discussed
separately, although it may be necessary to consider combinations of these
effects.
5.2.1 Grain boundary cohesion
Grain boundaries in the strongly ordered Ni3Al are intrinsically brittle, whereas
this is not the case in pure or disordered fcc alloys, such as Ni and Al. A
possibility is that the grain boundary cohesion is lower in the compound than
in the corresponding fcc metal [10]. The grain boundary cohesive energy, or the
ideal work of fracture, 2γint is defined as
2 2γ γ γint = −s b (5.1)
where γs is the energy of one of the free surfaces formed during fracture and γb
is the grain boundary energy. Calculations of 2γint for a large number of
boundaries in pure Ni and Ni3Al using embedded atom type potentials did not
show large differences between the two materials [11]. However, equation (5.1)
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only applies to completely brittle materials for which there is no plastic
deformation at all. Most metals do experience some plastic deformation during
fracture, leading to blunting of the crack tip and subsequently an increase in the
fracture strength. Therefore, the critical energy release rate of fracture, Gc, is
given by
Gc p= +2γ γint (5.2)
The energy associated with plastic deformation in the vicinity of the crack tip is
given by γp. In order to determine the influence of the addition of boron, its
influence on all terms has to be considered. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) results showed that boron lowered the Ni-Ni binding energy at a grain
boundary [12]. Upon boron segregation, the L2 edge of Ni (and therefore
presumably the bonding) at the grain boundary was found to become like that
of bulk Ni3Al [13]. Because single crystalline Ni3Al (with Ni3Al bulk bonding
only) is ductile, this was thought to enhance the ductility. The effect of boron on
the surface energy has been studied by means of embedded atom methods [14].
Boron was found to decrease the surface energy as well, but to a lesser extent
than the grain boundary energy. This is in agreement with experimental
observations, which showed that boron segregates more strongly to grain
boundaries than to surfaces [2]. The cohesive energy of a grain boundary is
therefore expected to be higher in the presence of boron. Changes in the grain
boundary cohesion with alloying have been correlated with the valency and
atomic size differences between the constituents [15] and with the differences in
electronegativity [16]. Both approaches are based on earlier work [17,18], in
which it was suggested that the charge transfer between Ni and Al atoms
withdraws charge from Ni-Ni bonds and weakens them. Segregated boron was
assumed not to weaken the Ni-Ni bonds, but enhances bonding in the grain
boundary region via Ni-B bonding. However, this is based on quantum
mechanical calculations for small clusters of atoms and its validity for metallic
solids is questionable [19]. The term γp is not a constant, but is usually much
larger than the cohesive energy.
It was concluded by Chen et al. [11] that the grain boundary energies and
cohesive energies of Ni and Ni3Al do not differ much. The performed
simulations yielded the lowest cohesive energies for Al-rich boundaries,
because of a relatively large number of high energy Al-Al nearest neighbors
across the boundary. The ordered L12 structure of Ni3Al does not contain Al-Al
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nearest neighbors. Although the bonding energies may be similar, the
difference between pure Ni and Ni3Al lies in the yield stress. The yield stress is
much larger for Ni3Al, which may lead to a lower γp. If the grain boundary
cohesion is similar for two materials, the one with the higher yield stress will
have a higher propensity toward brittle fracture [11,20]. Although this is based
on the assumption that failure is controlled by either plastic flow or
intergranular fracture, it indicates why Ni3Al fractures intergranularly whereas
pure Ni does not.
5.2.2 Bulk composition of Ni3Al
The bulk composition of Ni3Al-B is of crucial importance for the formability and
ductility of the material. Without boron, all aluminides cracked during cold
rolling [2]. Boron doped Ni-rich material with 24 at.% Al could be easily
fabricated into sheets by cycles of cold rolling and annealing [2]. When the Al
concentration increased to more than 25 at.%, sheet fabrication became
impossible. Between 24 and 25 at.% Al, a decrease in tensile elongation from
more than 50 % to less than 10 % was observed. This was accompanied by a
change in fracture mode from transgranular to intergranular. A specimen
containing 24.8 at.% Al and 0.3 at.% boron, with an average grain size of ~ 40
µm, yielded a tensile elongation of 18.5 %, whereas the fracture surface showed
mainly intergranular fracture [2].
The amount of boron was observed to have a marked influence on the tensile
properties. Ni-rich material containing less than 0.05 at.% B could not be
fabricated without cracks. The solubility limit of boron in Ni3Al is about 1.5
at.%; beyond this limit second phase particles were observed, with a
composition of Ni20Al3B6, together with a drop in ductility [2]. Between 0.1 and
1 at.% boron, the observed tensile elongation at room temperature was roughly
the same (~ 40 – 50 %), with a maximum at ~ 0.5 at.% boron (52% elongation).
Due to the very high ordering tendency of Ni3Al the L12 structure of the
material remains preserved up to the grain boundaries [10]. As a consequence,
the grain boundary structure is different from that in materials with lower
ordering tendencies, where relaxation takes place in the boundary region and
atoms cannot be uniquely assigned to one of the grains [21]. In Ni3Al, relaxation
of atoms near the boundary is very small and atoms can be clearly assigned to
one of the grains. This leads to the formation of atomic size cavities at the grain
boundary [21,22]. The cavities can serve as nuclei for intergranular cracks,
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which can easily propagate because the dislocation mobility is low, due to the
high ordering tendency. At high temperatures they can lead to void formation.
When the bulk material is Ni-rich, the grain boundaries become enriched with
Ni and chemical disorder can occur at the boundary. The atomic structure of the
grain boundary becomes more like that of an fcc material and the number of
cavities decreases. The disorder spreads into several layers adjacent to the
boundary, leading to less nuclei for cracks and enhanced dislocation mobility in
the direct vicinity of the boundary [10].
Experiments on Al-rich material yielded very low ductilities. Grain boundary
segregation of Al is much more difficult than that of Ni, because of the large
difference in lattice parameter between Al (4.05Å) and Ni3Al (3.52 Å), while the
difference between Ni (3.57 Å) and Ni3Al is much smaller. Therefore, it is easier
to attain a Ni-rich boundary without significant mismatch [10].  The beneficial
effect of boron can consist of attracting Ni to the boundaries by co-segregation
[23], leading to more fcc-like grain boundaries.
5.2.3 Grain size and grain boundary character distribution
The effects of grain size and grain boundary character distribution are studied
simultaneously, because it has been observed that the fraction of special
boundaries, where a CSL lattice and parameter Σ can be defined, increases with
decreasing grain size [24]. The effect of boron on the hardness and ductility of
Ni3Al is different for large and small grained specimens [25]. Experiments on
stoichiometric Ni3Al with or without 0.35 at.% boron showed that upon boron
addition the measured hardness increases for coarse grained material, but
decreases for fine grained Ni3Al, with a transition at average grain sizes of ~ 10
µm. The effect of boron addition on the measured yield strengths of Ni3Al was
the same. Both experiments were performed at room temperature [25]. Many
materials show a variation of yield strength σy with size according to




where σ0 and ky are constants for a particular material and d is the average grain
size. This means that with decreasing grain size both hardness and yield
strength increase. Although the yield strength of Ni3Al has been observed to be
proportional to d-0.8 [26], the variation in hardness was proportional to d-0.5. The
effects of interstitial boron are an increase in the constant σ0, through the effect
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on lattice friction and a decrease of ky, which was assumed to be caused by a
decrease of the grain boundary resistance to slip.
Grain refinement of undoped Ni3Al did not lead to an increase in ductility at
room temperature, whereas decreasing the grain size of boron doped Ni3Al
below 20 µm lead to an increase in ductility. The undoped specimens fractured
intergranularly after less than 3% tensile elongation. The elongation of boron
doped specimens increased from ~10% to ~30% upon grain refinement [25].
Although, as discussed in chapter 2, the classification of grain boundaries by its
Σ value is incomplete because of the lack of knowledge of the grain boundary
plane, the correlation between Σ value and boundary properties has been
studied. The first experiments in this direction showed that the relative amount
of Σ3 boundaries was lower along an induced crack than in the rest of the
material [27]. Similar experiments with a large number of grains showed that
only the Σ3 boundaries are resistant to cracking. All other low Σ boundaries did
not appear very strong [28]. The geometry of Σ3 boundaries is such that the
number of atomic size cavities at the grain boundary is zero. In addition, the
number of energetically unfavorable (compared to Ni-Al) Al-Al nearest
neighbors across the boundary is low.
Through unidirectional solidification by zone melting, a fraction of 29% of Σ3
boundaries could be obtained in undoped Ni3Al [29]. This material yielded a
tensile ductility of more than 50%. When these specimens were rolled and
recrystallized, the fraction of Σ3 boundaries in undoped Ni3Al boundaries
decreased, accompanied with a decrease in ductility. If the fraction of ‘strong’
boundaries is higher than 1/3, a propagating crack can be halted at a triple
junction (the place where three grain boundaries meet), because, on average, at
least one Σ3 boundary adjoins every triple junction [24].
The shape of the grains can be important as well. It has been shown that
undoped, directionally solidified Ni3Al with columnar grains can yield a
reasonably high ductility without a large fraction of Σ3 boundaries, as long as it
is tested parallel to the growth direction [30].
5.2.4 Dislocation motion in Ni3Al
The aforementioned effects can be related to the extreme ordering tendency, the
difficulty with which dislocations move within Ni3Al and the reactions that
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take place at the grain boundaries. The plastic work term in equation (5.2) is
governed by the ease with which cracks can be blunted by the emission of
dislocations. Dislocation motion is much more difficult in strongly ordered L12
compounds than in fcc metals, because it will introduce energetically
unfavorable anti-site defects. The effects of deviation from stoichiometry have
been interpreted by a calculation of the energies of anti-site defects [22]. In the
bulk, it is energetically unfavorable to deviate toward a surplus of Ni, whereas
it is favorable to accommodate a surplus of Al. This means that in Al-rich
material the grain boundary will remain almost stoichiometric, whereas in Ni-
rich material the grain boundary will be Ni-rich, leading to chemical disorder.
This facilitates dislocation motion, because no anti-site defect has to be
introduced.
The decrease of ky in equation (5.3) after the addition of boron has to be
considered in the light of dislocation reactions at the grain boundary. Upon
grain refining, a material becomes harder and has a higher yield strength,
because grain boundaries hinder dislocation motion. When a moving lattice
dislocation meets a grain boundary, it can either be absorbed (i.e. dissociated
into grain boundary dislocations) or transmitted. This mechanism is the same
for fcc and L12 ordered materials, but the resistance to dislocation movement
increases with increasing ordering tendency [31-34]. In the case of absorption,
the movement of grain boundary dislocations creates anti-site defects in the
grain boundary plane. Transmission occurs at high stress levels, leading to
stress concentrations at the grain boundary, which increase with increasing
ordering tendency.
The influence of boron addition, which is only effective in Ni rich material, can
therefore be attributed to the chemical disorder at the grain boundary. Boron
can attract segregating Ni, which leads to even more disorder in the grain
boundary plane. Therefore, the movement of a grain boundary dislocation does
not longer create anti-site defects, facilitating absorption, and slip can be
transmitted under reduced stresses.
5.3 MATERIALS PREPARATION
Stoichiometric polycrystalline Ni3Al and Ni3Al-B specimens are obtained from
Highways International, whereas Ni-rich Ni3Al-B is homemade by arc melting
the pure constituents. The dimensions of the stoichiometric specimens are such
that the specimens are ready for in situ fracture in the JAMP 7800F. Apart from
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a homogenization treatment, no further rolling and recrystallization treatments
are performed. The homemade specimens are subjected to different
homogenization and thermomechanical treatments, in order to manufacture
material that possesses some ductility.
The chemical compositions of all used specimens, weighed before melting, are
shown in Table 5.1. Also given are the homogenization heat treatments and
subsequent cold rolling (R, ~10% thickness reduction for every rolling cycle)
and annealing treatments, performed to optimize parameters such as boron
segregation and average grain size [35]. If the reduction in thickness during
cold rolling is more than ~10%, cracks become visible at the specimen surface.
Therefore, several thermomechanical cycles are necessary. The numbers given
for homemade material indicate batch numbers, because not every batch is
used. Cylindrical samples, suitable for in situ fracture, are cut out of the ingot
and inserted into the JEOL JAMP 7800F, where the in situ fracture experiments
are executed. Both stoichiometric and Ni-rich specimens are cylindrically
notched to localize fracture. Except for the specimens of batch 2, which are
fractured at liquid nitrogen temperature, all other specimens are fractured at
room temperature.







Batch # 2, 4 5, 6, 7 18, 21
Ni (at.%) 75 74.7 76.5 75.2 75.9
Al (at.%) 25 24.8 22.5 24.0 23.9









1050° C, 8 h
900° C, 12 h
750° C, 8h
1050° C, 8 h





R, 1050°C, ½ h
R, 700°C, 1h
 R, 700°C, 1h
R, 1050°C, ½ h
R, 1050°C, 3 h
R, 700°C, 1h
5.4 BORON AND SULFUR SEGREGATION IN NI3AL
Because boron segregation to grain boundaries has a beneficial effect on the
room temperature ductility in polycrystalline Ni3Al, the first objective is to
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measure the amount of boron at grain boundaries. By fracturing the specimens
intergranularly, which is facilitated by a circular notch around the specimens,
former grain boundaries become fracture surfaces. A micrograph of an in situ
fractured (at room temperature) boron doped specimen is shown in figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: In situ fractured boron doped Ni3Al specimen (Highways material)
All Ni3Al specimens without boron fracture intergranularly, both at liquid
nitrogen and at room temperature. The addition of boron does not drastically
improve the ductility, i.e. the specimens still show, besides areas of
transgranular fracture, mostly intergranular fracture. Also visible in figure 5.1
are the small pores on the surfaces, which are internal surfaces during
processing. The B, Ni and Al Auger peak-to-peak heights are measured
immediately after in situ fracture on a large amount of different facets, which
yields an average relative boron intensity at the surface, i.e. the previous grain
boundary. Within an hour after fracture, oxygen peaks start to develop.
Furthermore, the pores can be used to study the difference between grain
boundary and surface segregation of boron and sulfur. The presence of
substitutional sulfur at grain boundaries has been calculated to be detrimental
to the grain boundary cohesion in Ni3Al, leading to embrittlement [36].
The probe size of the electron beam is found to have a drastic effect on the
measured boron peak-to-peak height (at 180 eV in the differential spectrum).
When the smallest possible probe size is used (i.e. ~15 nm), hardly any boron
can be detected. An increase of the probe size to 5 or 10 µm causes the
measured boron peak-to-peak height to become higher with respect to Ni, due
to increased sampling and averaging of boron over larger areas. This can be
20 µm
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attributed to two phenomena. Firstly, the inhomogeneous distribution of boron
at a grain boundary as was observed using electron energy loss spectroscopy
[13]. Therefore, the use of a larger probe size yields a spatially averaged amount
of boron. Secondly, the peak-to-peak height of boron decreases under the
influence of a focussed electron beam, caused by electron beam enhanced
surface oxidation [37].
The detected boron intensity is small immediately after fracture, but after
several hours of exposure to the ambient pressure in the analysis chamber at
room temperature, boron is observed to segregate to the surface. In figure 5.2
direct Auger spectra obtained one hour after fracture (oxygen chemisorption is
already occurring) and 24 hours later (with the electron beam shut off during
this time) are compared. The increase in the intensity of boron is clearly visible.
Depth profiling by Ar+-bombardment shows that boron-enrichment is only
present within the outermost atomic layers. The Auger transitions used during
these measurements are B (172eV, KLL), Ni (844 eV, LMM), O (503 eV, KLL), S
(146 eV, LVV), and Al (1390 eV, KLL).
Figure 5.2: Spectra of B, O, Ni and Al, one hour (dotted) and 24 hours after fracture (solid)
Because the electron beam is directed away from the specimen between the
measurements of figure 5.2, the oxygen intensity does not increase between 1
and 24 hours. Sulfur is present inside the small pores on the fracture surface
visible in figure 5.1, whereas outside the pores it is absent. Figure 5.3 shows that
the inside of a pore consists of facets, similar to pores in Cu-Sb that contained






























Figure 5.3: SE image of the inside of pores in Ni3Al
The presence of sulfur on the pore surface in Ni3Al is consistent with earlier
observations [7], because the interior of a pore consists of free surfaces toward
which sulfur preferably segregates during the heat treatment. Boron is not
observed inside the pores. After prolonged exposure to the ambient pressure,
the measured intensity of oxygen (relative to nickel) inside the pores is lower
than that outside the pores. The presence of sulfur hinders oxidation, as was
observed earlier [39]. Figure 5.4 shows an Auger map of sulfur, in which it is
clearly visible that sulfur is localized inside the pores.
Figure 5.4: SE image of pores on a Ni3Al surface (left) and Auger image of sulfur (right)
10 µm 10 µm
1 µm
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Similarly, on the only occasion where sulfur is found to be distributed over a
grain boundary (instead of being localized in pores) the amount of oxygen and
the boron enrichment after 24 hours exposure are less than on S-free surfaces
(Figure 5.5, dotted lines).
Figure 5.5: Auger spectra of S, B, O, Ni and Al, after fracture and 24 hours exposure (dotted
lines) and after subsequent Ar+ sputtering followed by 24 hours exposure (solid lines)
Upon sulfur removal by Ar+-sputtering, which shows that it is confined to the
topmost atomic layers of the material, followed by 24 hours exposure, a large
increase in oxygen and boron intensities is observed (Figure 5.5, solid lines).
The prolonged exposure (∼24 hours with the e-beam shut off) to the ambient
vacuum leads to oxygen chemisorption. The latter suggests a strong relation
between boron surface segregation and oxygen chemisorption, as shown in
chapter 3 of this thesis.
Figures 5.2 and 5.5 show direct spectra of all elements present. In order to
obtain some quantitative information, Auger peak-to-peak heights are extracted
from the differential spectra. In the past, the observed increase in ductility of
Ni3Al by boron addition was shown to be related to Ni enrichment at the grain
boundaries [2]. In order to determine whether boron and Ni co-segregate to
grain boundaries, which is an important assumption in several theories that
explain the ductilizing effect of boron, the boron and Ni concentrations at grain
boundaries have to be obtained.
Therefore, in figure 5.6 the B/Ni ratio of peak-to-peak heights is plotted as a


























 Figure 5.6: Ratio of boron and nickel peak-to-peak heights as a function of the calculated XNi at
the grain boundary / surface for homemade material, #21.
XNi is calculated using equation (2.13) for a binary Ni-Al system, taking only Ni
and Al intensities into account and assuming a homogeneous distribution of Ni
and Al. Because of these simplifications, the absolute values of XNi are
approximations, but higher values do mean that there is more Ni present at the
boundary. The ratio of intensities B/Ni is plotted versus XNi, which means that
at points where XNi is higher, the amount of boron is relatively higher. Black
squares in figure 5.6 represent measurements during the first hours after
fracture. The larger squares symbolize measurements within the first hour on
some surfaces that are repeated 24 hours later, on the same surfaces. The results
after 24 hours are represented by the circles in figure 5.6. In this way, the
increase in B/Ni ratio as a function of Ni-enrichment at the boundary can be
visualized. It seems that the increment in B/Ni ratio between 1 and 24 hours
after fracture is higher for grain boundaries with a higher XNi.
This material (batch #21, ~76 at.% Ni) is Ni-rich, which explains the Ni-
enrichment at most grain boundaries. In most cases the B/Ni ratio increases
drastically after 24 hours exposure to the ambient vacuum in the analysis
chamber. During the time between the measurements, the surface is not
irradiated by the electron beam. The scattering in B/Ni ratios is most probably
caused by the distribution of grain boundary structures in the polycrystalline
alloy, statistical effects (e.g. noise in the obtained spectra) and the inclinations of
the exposed surfaces with respect to the detection unit, combined with the
presence of more than two elements, as discussed in chapter 4.
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Similar measurements on stoichiometric material containing boron (Highways
material) yield figure 5.7. The distribution of XNi in figure 5.7 is centered around
the stoichiometric composition, XNi = 0.75. It is clear that for XNi > 0.75 the
amounts of B at the grain are higher than for XNi < 0.75. The increase in B/Ni
ratio after 24 hours is also higher on the Ni-rich side of the graph. This clearly
shows that there is a strong correlation between Ni-enrichment at a grain
boundary or surface and the facility with which boron atoms can segregate to
the boundary or surface.  The observed B/Ni ratios are quantified using






assuming a binary Ni-B system, monolayer B coverage and a Ni concentration
of 75 at.%. Averages of the points measured within the first hour and those
measured 24 hours later are used. An average inclination of 30° is assumed
(specimen tilt angle) and the parameters are λB(180 eV) = 5.7 Å [40], aB = 1.9 Å,
rB(180 eV) = 0.37, rNi(180 eV)  = 0.90, ∞NiI = 1859 and 
∞
BI  = 592. For the
quantification of the points within the first hour after fracture m = 2 is used.
This yields the amount of boron that was present at the original grain
boundary. However, what is left on the surface is half of that amount, on
average. After 24 hours, extra boron has segregated to the surface. Therefore,
the increase in B/Ni ratio is converted to coverage using equation (5.4) with m =
1. The results are shown in table 5.2.
 Figure 5.7: Ratio of boron and nickel peak-to-peak heights as a function of the calculated XNi at
the grain boundary / surface in a stoichiometric alloy


















  1 h
 24 h 
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Table 5.2 shows that, although the B/Ni intensity ratios are rather low, the
calculated boron coverages are significant. It is assumed that during the fracture
process each of the separated surfaces retains on average half of the amount of
segregants. The calculated boron coverage after 24 hours is increased due to
surface segregation at room temperature and is almost twice as high as
immediately after fracture. It was observed earlier that boron diffusion in Ni3Al
can become 104 times faster than Ni self-diffusion [41].
Table 5.2: Measured B/Ni intensity ratios and calculated coverages
Within 1 hour after fracture
(GB: m = 2, S: m = 1)
24 hours after fracture
( m = 1)
avgII NiB , ΓB GB (ML) ΓB S (ML) avgII NiB , ΓB (ML)
Ni3Al-B
(Highways)
0.050 0.44 0.22 0.082 0.36
Ni3Al-B
(Homemade )
0.045 0.40 0.20 0.090 0.40
In order to explain the surface segregation of boron at room temperature, the
terms influencing surface segregation are considered. In the presence of oxygen
on a surface, a description of the free energy of surface segregation in terms of
bond energy and strain release terms is no longer sufficient [42]. When
chemisorbed gaseous species are present, the chemisorption energies of that
species on the different constituents of the covered material have to be taken
into account. The driving force for surface segregation becomes higher for the
elements with higher chemisorption energies. The influence of chemisorbed
oxygen at the surface can therefore be best expressed by comparing the bond
energies of B-O (195 kcal/mol), Ni-O (87 kcal/mol) and Al-O (107 kcal/mol)
[43]. From the high B-O bond energy, it is clear that the presence of oxygen at
the surface can lead to chemisorption induced segregation of boron. However,
the effect is more pronounced when Ni enrichment is present as well, which is
an indication of interaction between the two elements.
Boron segregation to a Ni-rich surface will, depending on the crystallography of
the surface, lower the surface energy by locally restoring Ni-Al bonding, with
boron acting as a small Al atom [44]. This explains that when XNi < 0.75 the
measured intensities of boron are smaller and the increase after 24 hours is not
so drastic, compared to XNi > 0.75, because that will lead to Ni-rich grain
boundaries and thus to Ni-rich fracture surfaces. Furthermore, Ni-enrichment
causes chemical disorder close to the grain boundary (i.e. structural order is
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preserved until the boundary, but some Ni atoms occupy Al sites), facilitating
boron diffusion through the aforementioned bonding arguments. At Al-rich
bulk compositions, the grain boundaries remain almost stoichiometric [10,22].
This anisotropy in grain boundary composition makes boron segregation to
grain boundaries in Al-rich material less likely, which is confirmed
experimentally [2].
In order to clarify the effects of the presence of sulfur, the present results are
compared to earlier work of White and Choudhury [7]. In their work, only bulk
concentrations of sulfur of 50 ppm or more yielded detectable amounts of sulfur
at grain boundaries. However, sulfur was present in pores (internal surfaces)
and segregated to the surface during annealing at 1273 K. Only after 16 cycles of
heating to 1273 K and Ar+ bombardment a sulfur-free surface could be
obtained. When this surface was again heated to 1273 K, no boron surface
segregation was observed. Boron did however segregate to the surface when
the sulfur-free surface was sputtered and subsequently heated to temperatures
between 873 and 1073 K. This effect was assumed to be caused by remaining
sputter damage or Ni-enrichment by preferential sputtering, enabling boron
surface segregation. Indeed, preferential sputtering of Al was found to occur in
Ni3Al. The ratio of sputtering yields of Ni and Al was found to be ~0.7 [8].
Upon heating to 1273 K, long-range structural order was re-established and
boron was not observed to segregate to the surface [7].
In our study, segregation of boron to the surface is also only observed on sulfur-
free surfaces, such as previous grain boundaries or pores after the removal of
sulfur. This is attributed to a change in surface energy by the presence of sulfur,
which diminishes the tendency for boron segregation and the absence of
another driving force for boron surface segregation: chemisorbed oxygen. The
presence of sulfur leads to considerably less oxygen coverage, because both
elements have similar electronegativities [45].
During processing of the Ni3Al alloys the temperature is high enough for
substitutional sulfur to diffuse to the pore surfaces. However, at room
temperature the tendency for sulfur surface segregation may still be present,
but the kinetics of segregation are limiting the process. Furthermore, both
driving forces mentioned for boron segregation, i.e. an oxidized surface and the
presence of Ni-enrichment, are not effective for S surface segregation.
Therefore, at room temperature, with chemisorbed oxygen and Ni-enrichment
present, B will segregate to the surface whereas S will not.
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5.5 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF NI3AL
In this section, the influences of the addition of boron on the mechanical
properties of Ni3Al will be discussed within the framework of section 5.2.
5.5.1 Bulk composition of Ni3Al-B
All stoichiometric specimens fracture intergranularly in the JAMP 7800F,
irrespective whether boron is added or not. The homemade Ni-rich specimens
show mixed transgranular and intergranular fracture. Boron doped material
can be cold rolled to some extent (~10% reduction in thickness), whereas it is
impossible to deform undoped Ni3Al without cracking. Therefore, the addition
of boron imparts some ductility to the material.
The modest increase in ductility raises the question whether the assumed
amount of boron, determined by weight before melting, is indeed present in the
material. The bulk content of boron is too low to be measured with the JAMP
7800F (~0.8 at.% B). Therefore, both Atom Probe Field Ion Microscopy (APFIM)
and Neutron Depth Profiling (NDP), based on the very effective reaction of
boron with incident neutrons [46,47], are employed to determine the bulk
content of boron. Both techniques yield a boron concentration of ~1 at.%, which
is constant throughout the measured depths. The batches with lower desired
boron contents indeed yield lower bulk concentrations with NDP. Furthermore,
APFIM reveals that boron is preferably surrounded by Ni atoms and that some
hydrogen is detected in the bulk, irrespective of the surroundings.
The most important difference between the first (2,4) and following (5-7)
batches is the addition of several thermomechanical cycles. After each cycle, the
alloy is slowly cooled to optimize boron grain boundary segregation. Still, all
these specimens can be fractured in-situ at room temperature, even when the
specimens are not circularly notched. The obtained intensities of boron, relative
to nickel, on the fracture surface are comparable to the values in table 5.2.
Only upon reducing the boron content to 0.2 at.% in the last batches (18,21),
with similar thermomechanical treatments, specimens without a notch cannot
be fractured in situ. Several attempts to fracture the specimen in situ lead to a
large deformation of the cylindrical rod. A specimen that has been tried to
fracture in situ is depicted in figure 5.8. From figure 5.8, it is clear that this
material is fairly ductile, although the exact amount of deformation cannot be
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determined. However, when the remainder of the rod is cylindrically notched
and is inserted again, it fractures rather easily and the fracture mode is mixed.
Figure 5.8: Deformed Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B rod after in situ fracture attempts
Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy measurements yield Ni-rich bulk
compositions (76 ± 1 at.% Ni) for all homemade alloys. Figure 5.6 indicates Ni-
enriched grain boundaries, where it has to be taken into account that a
homogeneous composition with depth is assumed. Therefore, although several
effects lead to a less accurate quantification, the grain boundary composition
can even be higher than the values indicated in figure 5.6, which are averaged
over several inelastic mean free paths of Ni (λ ~ 1.3 nm [40]).
5.5.2 Grain size and grain boundary character distribution
Figure 5.9 shows an example of the average grain size of as-cast undoped
stoichiometric Ni3Al, used for the experiments in this chapter. It is clearly
visible in figure 5.9 that the average grain size is much higher than 100 µm. The
original solidification structure is clearly visible as well. In order to compare the
present results on segregation and ductility with previous work [2,25] the
average grain size is reduced through several thermomechanical cycles, as
indicated in table 5.1.
The evolution of grain size and shape distribution of Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B is visible
in the four backscattered electron images of figure 5.10, from homogenized as-
cast material to material subjected to three thermomechanical cycles. All images
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are polished cross sections of Ni3Al-B and are obtained with the same
magnification.
Figure 5.9: Fracture surface of as-cast undoped Ni3Al
Figure 5.10: Evolution of grain size and shape of Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B after casting and
homogenization (top left) + cold rolling, ½ h 1050° (top right) + cold rolling, 3 h 1050° (bottom
left) + cold rolling, 1 h 700° (bottom right)
100 µm
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After three thermomechanical cycles, grain refinement has occurred and the
original solidification structure has disappeared. The deformation during cold
rolling is higher near the surfaces than in the center, which leads to faster
recrystallization but to the formation of cracks at the surface as well. The
surface cracks are partly removed by grinding the specimens between
thermomechanical cycles. The crack in the bottom right image is of an extreme
size, which is only observed in this case. Although cracks are already present
before introduction in the JAMP 7800F, this is the material that can be heavily
deformed, as is visible in figure 5.8.
The reduction of the average grain size upon thermomechanical treatments is
apparent from figure 5.10, eventually leading to average grain sizes of ~100 µm.
However, the SE image by itself can sometimes be misleading. For example,
figure 5.11 shows an image of a cross section of Ni3Al-B after cold rolling (~10%
reduction in thickness) and annealing at 700° C for one hour (batch 7). The
surface is etched prior to insertion in the SEM.
Figure 5.11: SE image of cold rolled and annealed Ni3Al-B
Although it seems that grains of ~ 40 µm are present, possibly with a second
phase decorating the grain boundaries, Orientation Imaging Microscopy (OIM)
analysis in the Philips XL30S SEM reveals that this is an image of incomplete
recrystallization. Figure 5.12 shows an Image Quality map obtained with OIM
on this surface. The image quality of a point is a measure of the quality of the
backscattered pattern and is therefore sensitive to changes in the lattice in the
diffraction volume, such as grain boundaries, strained regions and different
phases. The thick black lines are recognized as a grain boundary, i.e. a line that
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separates next neighbors with a misorientation angle of more than 15°. The
features that appear in the SE image as grain boundaries are actually band-like
structures that exhibit a certain misorientation with respect to the undeformed
large grain, which becomes clear through figure 5.13.
 Figure 5.12: OIM image quality map of cold rolled and annealed Ni3Al-B
 Figure 5.13: Misorientation profiles inside a large grain (A) and across a grain (B)
Figure 5.13 shows misorientation profiles inside a grain along the vertical line in
figure 5.12 and across a grain boundary, along the horizontal line in figure 5.12.
In order to be classified as a grain boundary, the point-to-point misorientation
has to exceed 15°, which is not the case in the upper profile, but is clear in the
lower profile. The upper profile shows that the bands are characterized by a
A
B
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steep increase and decrease of point-to-origin misorientation, superimposed on
a gradual increase in point-to-origin misorientation, which is indicative of an
orientation gradient within a grain. The lower profile shows a gradient as well.
The occurrence of cracks after cold rolling and annealing treatments allows the
observation of the influence of the grain boundary character distribution on
crack propagation in Ni3Al-B. Polished cross sections of Ni3Al-B, containing
cracks after cold rolling and annealing, are analyzed with OIM. The grain
boundaries are classified according to their Σ value. Although some grains are
separated by a crack, the OIM software can treat the grains as if they were
adjacent and determine the Σ value of the cracked grain boundary, although the
separation of the boundaries leads to a small rotation. In figure 5.14, an OIM
image quality map of Ni3Al-B after the last thermomechanical cycle is shown.
The Σ3 boundaries are indicated by white lines. Although the determined
fraction of Σ3 boundaries is rather high (22%), many of them are observed
inside grains and are annealing twins instead of grain boundaries. Along the
crack, which mainly follows the grain boundaries, the fraction of Σ3 boundaries
is lower than in the rest of the material, which confirms earlier results [27,28,34].
 Figure 5.14: OIM image quality map of cold rolled and recrystallized Ni3Al-B
5.5.3 Tensile tests on Ni3Al-B
In order to obtain quantitative information about the ductility of homemade
Ni3Al-B, which can be compared with earlier results, specimens for tensile tests
are manufactured out of the batches of material that showed some ductility
during impact fracture (batch 18-21). Before and after tensile deformation, OIM




specimens. In this way, the influence of deformation on the misorientations
from grain to grain and inside a particular grain can be studied.
Because of the very small specimen sizes (a cross section of 1.8 × 0.8 mm2 and a
length of 17 mm), an accurate determination of the elongation is necessary.
Therefore, a video-extensometer system is used, consisting of a CCD camera
and accompanying image processing software that record the separation of two
horizontal bars attached to the vertically placed tensile specimen. The distance
between the two bars before any load is applied is referred to as l0 and is ~ 5
mm. The two crossheads of the Instron 1195 move apart with a speed of 0.05
mm/min and the stress is recorded as a function of the strain ε, the elongation
∆l divided by l0. This leads to a stress-strain curve as is shown in figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15: Stress-strain curve of Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B
The yield strength of this material is determined by the 0.002 strain offset
method, i.e. the stress at the intersection between the curve and a line parallel to
the elastic portion, starting at 0.002 strain. The obtained yield strength of this
specimen (~233 MPa) is comparable to earlier results on stoichiometric Ni3Al-
0.35 at.% B with a grain size of 100 µm, at room temperature [25]. Some other
tensile specimens showed somewhat lower yield strengths (~170 MPa).
Furthermore, it can be seen in figure 5.15 that the elongation reaches 6%.
Another specimen is deformed to 8% strain, which is more than any similarly
processed undoped Ni3Al specimen [25], but remains far from ductilities
previously obtained on B-doped Ni-rich material [2]. However, the amount of
elongation is sufficient to study deformation processes inside the grains. Figure
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5.16 shows an OIM image quality map before deformation (left) and an
indication of the misorientations inside the grains (right). Inside a grain, the
misorientation with respect to the center of the grain is indicated by the
brightness. It is clear from figure 5.16 that, except for the single central grain,
the misorientations inside the grains are very low before deformation is
applied. The direction of deformation is indicated by the arrows in figure 5.16.
The white grain boundaries are again Σ3 boundaries.
Figure 5.16: OIM image quality map of undeformed Ni3Al-B (left) and relative misorientations
within the grains (right), with the arrows indicating the direction of deformation
In figure 5.17, OIM data are acquired on the same part of the surface, after the
tensile test shown in figure 5.15.  The relative misorientation within the grains,
as is depicted by the misorientation profile along the black line in figure 5.17
(left), is larger after deformation than before. Before deformation, the
misorientation within that particular grain did not exceed 1°. The surface
normal of this grain is approximately parallel to the <112> direction. As in the
deformed specimens, the formation of bands seems to occur in several grains,
indicative of a higher ductility response on loading.
Similar experiments are performed on a polished cross section of the deformed
rod in figure 5.8, because the tensile elongation in the highly deformed part of
the rod is much higher than in the tensile tests. Because it is impossible to
compare the same region before and after deformation, two regions in the cross
section are analyzed: the center of the rod, where deformation is supposed to be




Figure 5.17: Relative misorientations within the grains after deformation (left) and
misorientation profile inside a particular grain (right)
Figure 5.18: OIM image quality map of the center of the deformed rod (left) and relative
misorientations inside the grains (right)
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Figure 5.18 shows an OIM image quality map of the region near the neutral axis
of the bent rod (left), together with an image of the relative misorientations
within the grains (right). There are no Σ3 boundaries present in this small
region. Figure 5.19 shows similar images, obtained from the tensile deformed
region of the rod. In figure 5.20, a more quantitative comparison between both
regions is given by the combination of the misorientation profiles along the
diagonal black lines in the region near the neutral axis (figure 5.20, left) and the
deformed region (figure 5.20, right).
Figure 5.19: OIM image quality map of the tensile region of the deformed rod (left) and relative
misorientations inside the grains (right)
In figure 5.19, the image quality map clearly indicates strained regions (dark
lines within the grains), which is confirmed by the relative misorientations on
the right. The misorientation profile of figure 5.20 shows the occurrence of
bands with relatively high misorientation within the grain. It is found that the
transition from the ‘matrix‘ to the band is a rotation around a <110> axis.
Compared to the tensile tests, bands occur more frequently and are more





Figure 5.20: Misorientation profiles inside grains, along the black lines in figure 5.18 (left) and
figure 5.19 (right)
5.5.4 Discussion
The fact that all notched Ni3Al-B specimens fracture easily and mostly
intergranular in the JAMP 7800F means that the grain boundaries remain weak
points in these alloys, although they are strengthened by the addition of boron.
Earlier results indicated moderate tensile ductilities (~18.5%) for boron doped
Ni3Al specimens that predominantly showed intergranular fracture at RT [2].
This means that the occurrence of intergranular fracture does not necessarily
mean that a specimen cannot be deformed plastically at all. The homemade
specimens considered in this chapter may be compared with these results,
because severe deformation without fracture is observed for specimens without
a notch, whereas the notched remainder of the same rod fractures easily and
mostly intergranular. Therefore, in contrast to the specimens without a notch,
there is no dependence of fracture mode on boron concentration in specimens
with a notch.
5.5.4.1 The effects of a notch
To elucidate the effects of the presence of a notch, the stress fields in the vicinity
of a notch are examined first. The approach of Williams is followed [48], where
a notch with angle β is subjected to symmetrical (mode-I) loading. The notch
faces are traction free. A cylindrical coordinate system (r,ϕ) is introduced where
ϕ = 0 coincides with the symmetry plane (figure 5.21). Stresses are represented
by an Airy stress function, χ. For many purposes the Airy stress functions
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provide a convenient way of a solution of a stress field, e.g. of dislocations and
cracks in linear elasticity [49]. In absence of body forces, the Airy stress function
must be biharmonic, i.e.
4 0χ∇ = (5.5)
Solutions of the form 2 ( )Sr Fχ ϕ+= are sought and Williams found, using the
condition of traction free notch faces (i.e. σϕ and σrϕ are both equal to zero for
ϕ = π - ½β)
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 cos( )sin 2 cos 2 sin
2 2
sCr s s s s s sβ βχ ϕ π ϕ π+        = + + − − + −                
(5.6)
Any stress field can be derived from equation (5.6), that is, ϕσ χ= ∇2r , etc. The
strength of the notch singularity, s, follows from the conditions of traction free
notch faces. If β is π/2, which is approximately the case in our experiments, the
strength of singularity of the notch is found to be s = -0.45 and it is almost equal
to the strength of a crack singularity in linear fracture mechanics, σ ~ r-0.5.
Figure 5.21: Geometry of the notch with angle β . CSF and APB represent the complex
stacking fault and antiphase boundary involved in a superlattice dislocation in Ni3Al
In the Charpy test that is executed the material is subjected to a relatively high
strain rate. The notch promotes brittle fracture because the strain and strain rate
are increased in its vicinity. An increase in strain rate, ε , increases the flow
stress, although the degree to which it does is strongly a function of
temperature and is specific to the material. The nucleation stress for (cleavage)











The strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress is related to the atomistic /
microscopic mechanisms of deformation dealing with dislocations. When both
strain hardening and strain rate sensitivity are important, the flow stress may
be adequately represented by
( ) ( )m nf kσ ε ε=   (5.7)
where m ~ 0.1 for metals at room temperature. As such, the notch effect causes
an increase of the stress necessary to induce plastic flow, i.e. above that required
in a simple tensile test. As a consequence, the ductile-to-brittle transition
temperature is increased and the fracture stress becomes smaller than the yield
stress up to higher temperatures. At the lowest temperatures for such a brittle
fracture, the plastic zone in front of the notch becomes comparable to the grain
size. Fracture is initiated at the notch tip and occurs by repeated fracture along
grain boundaries. At higher temperatures, below DBTT, brittle fracture from the
notch is considered as a linkage of cracks, initiated at the plastic-elastic zone,
over the complete plastic zone in a more or less discontinuous process.
Nevertheless, both continuous and discontinuous processes involve some
plastic deformation.
The generation of a dislocation at the notch tip in Ni3Al at low temperature is
considered first. For dislocation emission the energy release rate Gdisl can be
estimated from the Rice-Thomson formalism [50], where Gdisl is expressed in
terms of the force necessary to emit dislocations, Femit. The latter has to be at
least equal to the image force Fimage, which pulls the dislocation back to the
notch. The image force exerted on a dislocation by a free surface is
( )











where µ is the shear modulus, ν is Poisson’s ratio and α is the angle between the
Burgers vector b and the normal to the crack tip. The shear stress acting on the
slip plane that intersects the notch plane (ϕ = 0) under an angle θ (figure 5.21)
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It follows that for a notch with β = ½ π the shear stress resembles the stress field
of a mode-I crack if the constant in the Airy stress function, C in equation (5.6),
is equal to ( )π −2 sK / , with K the stress intensity factor of a crack. Then,
equation (5.9) can be rewritten as

















Equation (5.8) and equation (5.11) are equated and using the relationship
between the Griffith-Orowan energy release rate and the stress intensity factor
(plane strain)
( )ν= −2 21KG
E
(5.12)
where E is the Young’s modulus, the energy release rate by a dislocation at the
notch is given by
( ) ( )
( ) 22
2 2 2
cos 1 sin tan
16 2 1disl sc r
E bG
r ϕ
α ν α α
π ν
+
 + − =
−   ∑
(5.13)
For a unitary ½ <110> dislocation in Ni3Al, with µ = 88 MPa and ν = 0.3, Gdisl is
found to be 34.8 J/m2, i.e. much larger than the energy release rate associated
with cleavage fracture, which is about 2 J/m2. However, in this calculation the
critical distance rc is assumed to be of the order of the Burgers vector of a
unitary ½ <110> dislocation, whereas in the L12 ordered Ni3Al system a
superlattice dislocation consisting of two unitary ½ <110> dislocations
separated by an antiphase boundary (APB) should be considered. The two
unitary dislocations may be split into two Shockley partial dislocations
separated by another planar fault, i.e. a so-called Complex Stacking Fault (CSF).
Experimentally [51,52] and theoretically [31-34] the distance between the two
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unitary dislocations varies between 2.7 and 4.2 nm. Although the energy release
rate of a unitary dislocation is high in comparison with Gcleav, Gdisl for a
superlattice dislocation will be considerably lower than Gdisl for a unitary
dislocation. Furthermore, it should be realized that after nucleation of the
leading ½ <110> dislocation, the dislocation experiences an energy barrier
because of the APB ordering energy. The dislocation gets stuck and will not be
emitted under the same applied stress. In fact, Femit will become more negative,
which tries to draw the dislocation back into the notch. It should be stressed
that the calculation thus far assumes the nucleation of a straight edge
dislocation at the notch tip and that the tip lies along the intersection of a slip
plane and the fracture plane. A more exact account of the three-dimensional
elastic interactions between a nucleated dislocation loop and a crack has been
reported in literature [53] and the value of Gdisl is increased by an estimated
factor of 2, depending on ϕ  and α and on the value chosen for the energy of a
ledge, Eledge, created at the tip by the emerging dislocation loop.
So far, it can be concluded that plasticity at the notch will not occur to a great
extent. However, although Gcleav << Gdisl it does not necessarily mean that
cleavage will actually occur because this may be dominated by plastic flow
associated with pre-existing, rather than tip nucleated dislocations. The
situation described above is appropriate to a quasi-static notch or stationary
crack, but changes when the crack/notch is moving and dislocation sources are
present inside the grain at a position r. Dislocations may move to the crack
plane along the slip plane oriented at an angle ψ to it (see figure 5.21). A
conservative estimate of the dislocation velocity, vD, required to effect crack
blunting is: vD > vcrack / cos ψ. Consequently, relaxation of the crack necessitates
a highly mobile dislocation density and/or a relatively slowly moving crack.











There are two reasons that make vD in Ni3Al small compared to e.g. Ni. First,
the frictional force in Ni3Al is much higher. τ0 can be formulated in terms of a
dislocation drag coefficient, depending on the Debye frequency squared, ωD2.
Because the latter is larger for Ni3Al than for pure Ni, the dislocation velocity is
smaller in Ni3Al. An even more important aspect is that dislocations in Ni3Al
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experience less cross-slip because of the ordering energies and Kear-Wilsdorf
locks on {100} planes, i.e. an increase in τ0 is expected.
Therefore, we may conclude that a highly mobile dislocation density that can
cause crack tip blunting and ductile fracture is not present in Ni3Al. Only at
higher temperatures when the occurrence of cross-slip becomes more likely, τ0
decreases and vD increases.
5.5.4.2 The effect of boron on fracture
Whether the material exhibits intergranular fracture can be estimated from the
stress of a pile-up of dislocations in a particular grain, τ ∗ , that is required to
activate dislocations in the next grain. The stress concentration from the
dislocation pile-up increases with the number of dislocations in the pile-up. The
latter increases with the grain-size d [49] and dislocation activation in the next
grain occurs when




where τa is the applied shear stress and τ0 is the intrinsic, frictional shear stress,
resisting dislocation motion inside the grain. Suppose that intergranular
fracture occurs along the grain-boundary, i.e. r in equation (5.15) becomes of the
order of the interatomic spacing, a0, and that the effective tensile stress σ ∗
( 2τ ∗≅ ) becomes larger than the theoretical strength, thσ . The latter can be
described by the decohesion of two atomic planes, on which the atoms are
arranged periodically with λ . Hooke’s law is assumed for the initial part of the
stress-displacement curve, yielding a theoretical strength thσ  equal to 0/E aγ .






σ σ> + (5.16)
Taking the experimental friction stress undoped Ni3Al equal to 133 MPa [26]
and an average grain size of about 100 µm in our samples, we find the stress for
crack nucleation at the boundary to be 250 MPa. Whether or not flow initiation
is concurrent with fracture depends on the value of 0σ  in comparison with the
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fracture stress Fσ . Here, 0σ  is larger than Fσ . Therefore, cracks will nucleate
and the microcracks thus formed propagate along the boundary, leading to
intergranular fracture. The equations above are valid when there is no slip
transmission at the grain boundaries at all and explain why undoped Ni3Al
fractures intergranularly.
Although the detected amount of boron on former grain boundaries of all boron
doped specimens immediately after fracture is low compared to 24 hours later
and the notched specimens still fracture easily, boron is present at the
boundaries and has a beneficial effect on the ductility and formability. Without
boron, homemade Ni3Al specimens could not be cold rolled at all without
cracking. With the addition of boron, it is possible to deform specimens by
about 10% (reduction in thickness, the Von Mises equivalent strain is 12%)
before surface cracks appear.
Specimens without a notch, containing 0.8 at.% boron, do not deform heavily
during in-situ fracture attempts, in contrast to specimens with 0.2 at.% boron.
Both sorts of specimens show similar relative intensities of boron on the
fracture surface, indicating saturation of boron at the grain boundaries. Upon
increasing the boron concentration from 0 to 0.2 at.%, the yield stress, which is
proportional to 0σ , of the material increases, which would lead to a higher
propensity for brittle fracture. Segregation of boron along the boundary will
also affect thσ  in equation (5.16). The mechanism through which boron alters 0σ
can be related to an increase of the ordering energy. Upon boron doping both
the APB energy and the energy of a complex stacking fault (CSF) increase [54]
and therefore less cross-slip of the superlattice dislocation onto another {111}
will occur. The consequence is that in boron doped specimens cracks will be
nucleated with plastic flow at 0σ  but with increasing boron concentration
cracks may not propagate until the stress is further increased to Fσ , i.e. the
failure process becomes propagation controlled rather than crack nucleation
controlled.
There has been quite a debate in literature that boron contributes to
ductilization because the cohesive energy and thσ  increase along the grain-
boundaries in Ni3Al due to directional Ni-B bonds. However, in these systems
with directional bonds a distinction should be made between bonds
perpendicular and parallel to the applied stress. For purely metallic bonds less
work of fracture is necessary for shearing the bond than for stretching it.
Electronic charge will flow from the bond parallel to the stress to the bond
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perpendicular to the applied stress and the fracture type will become ductile. In
the case of highly localized bonds, the situation is different: the potential
representing energy-displacements perpendicular to the bond axis will become
steeper than the potential referring to displacement along the bond axis. The
same observations can be made in molecular solids where the vibration of a
stretch type motion has a lower frequency than the shear type vibration. A
higher vibrational frequency is equivalent to a steeper, narrower potential well.
This results in less force and work to break by stretching than by shearing. The
consequence is that directional bonds, like Ni-B, will promote brittle fracture
rather than ductile failure. Therefore, explanations of ductilization based on an
increase in the cohesive strength due to the formation of Ni-B bonds are not
supported. Actually, the effect of boron on the failure mechanism works only
indirectly by increasing the Ni concentration along the grain boundary and not
directly on the bond strength. Through the presence of boron at the grain
boundaries slip transmission becomes feasible because the mean boundary
plane becomes Ni-enriched. Also the energy associated with the formation of a
crack tip ledge left by an emerging dislocation, Eledge (see equation (5.13)) into
the next grain will be decreased because of the Ni-enrichment and it will serve
to ease the dislocation nucleation threshold. An increase of the boron
concentration from 0.2 to 0.8 at.% does not lead to more slip transmission,
because the amount of boron (and therefore its effect) at the grain boundaries is
not observed to change. However, it does affect the yield stress, leading to a
higher propensity towards brittle fracture. Evidence for increased slip
transmission stems from the fact that Ni3Al-0.8 at.% B specimens exhibit
transgranular fracture, whereas the undoped specimens only show
intergranular fracture.
The effect of boron depends on the grain size [55]. The homemade specimens
consist, after the thermomechanical treatments, of grains with an average size of
~100 µm, which is fairly large compared to earlier studies [2,5]. Liu et al. [2] did
not observe large differences in ductility between specimens containing 0.2 and
0.8 at.% boron. However, the average grain size was ~25 µm. For larger grain
sizes, the effect of boron in the lattice overcomes the effect at the grain
boundaries. On top of this, the grain boundary effect saturates when the boron
amount at the grain boundary is at its maximum, whereas adding more boron
still leads to an increase in yield stress. This explains the difference in ductility
upon varying the boron content, for larger grain sizes. Grain refinement will




The Σ3 grain boundaries have a high resistance towards intergranular fracture.
From a theoretical point of view this can be understood by realizing that
resolved shear stresses act to a same extent on the slip planes on either side of a
symmetrical Σ3 boundary. In addition, a leading ½ <110> superpartial can be
fully absorbed in the Σ3 by dissociating in two grain boundary Shockley
partials and a superlattice dislocation can be completely transmitted at higher
shear stresses [31,32]. Therefore, intergranular fracture will not occur. This is
also visible from the OIM results in figure 5.14. However, specimens with
extremely high fractions of these low energy boundaries can only be
manufactured through processes such as unidirectional growth through zone
melting [24]. Cold rolling and annealing at 1000° C of these specimens was
observed to lead to a decrease in the fraction of Σ3 grain boundaries from 0.29
to 0.14 [24]. The homemade specimens have to be cold rolled and annealed to
remove the original solidification structure that remains after arc-melting.
Therefore, the amount of ‘strong’ boundaries will not reach the values
necessary for ductilization of the material. Furthermore, the indicated amount
of Σ3 boundaries by OIM is obscured by the large amount of annealing twins
present after several thermomechanical cycles.
The tensile tests on Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B do not show the high ductilities that are
expected when figure 5.9 is regarded. The maximum tensile elongation that is
attained during the tensile tests is ~ 8%, which is higher than that for similarly
processed undoped material [25], but much lower than the reported ~ 50% for
Ni3Al-B [2]. However, due to size limitations in the manufacturing process and
the number of cold rolling treatments the tensile specimens are very small and
delicate. Furthermore, because the specimens are intended for OIM analysis
before and after the tensile experiments, the specimen surface has to be
polished. This leads to extra preparation steps due to which the vulnerable
specimens can already contain cracks before the tensile tests. This is also
reflected by the different yield strengths that are obtained for some specimens.
The initial presence of internal defects, caused by cold rolling or other steps of
the specimen preparation, leads to scatter in the obtained values for yield
strength and ductility and, in general, to a lower ductility. However, the large
deformation of the Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B rods without a notch, as shown in figure
5.9, indicates that the homemade material can be deformed to a large extent,
under ideal circumstances. Estimations of the elongation in the tensile region of
the rod in figure 5.9 yield a value of at least 20%.
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The image quality obtained by OIM can provide an indication of present
residual strain, because it gives information about the regularity of the lattice in
the diffraction volume. Therefore, grain boundaries and strained regions appear
darker in an image quality map. The only dark regions in the left side of figure
5.16 are the grain boundaries, which are easily recognized by the OIM software,
and some pits that are present on the specimen surface. Before deformation, no
strained regions occur inside grains. After tensile deformation, the situation is
different. The grains itself may have a tendency to rotate or deform as a whole,
which is complicated due to the constraints imposed by the surrounding grains.
Therefore, the grains deform internally, which becomes clear from the maps of
relative misorientations within grains.
Deformation of Ni3Al-B is accompanied by the formation of bands with a
relatively high misorientation, as is visible after tensile tests as well as after cold
rolling. The high amount of annealing twins after several thermomechanical
cycles leads to the assumption that these bands may evolve into annealing
twins upon subsequent heating. Furthermore, the maps of relative
misorientations after tensile deformation indicate an increase in misorientation
close to the grain boundaries. These are the regions where the constraint of
neighboring grains is the highest, especially near triple junctions.
Clearly, there is some interaction between two adjacent grains at a grain
boundary, whereas this is not the case for undoped Ni3Al. Although no tensile
tests are performed on undoped material, this is concluded from the fact that it
is impossible to deform Ni3Al by cold rolling without immediate intergranular
fracture. Upon the slightest deformation the grains are immediately separated.
The results obtained by OIM point in the direction of an increase in slip
transmission at the grain boundaries by the addition of boron, as do the
obtained results on the influence of the amount of boron. Adjacent grains can
interact with each other, whereas they cannot in undoped Ni3Al. Chemical
disorder at the grain boundary, caused by Ni and boron interaction, which is
indicated by the results of section 5.4, facilitates dislocation transmission, as
discussed in 5.2.4. Both Ni-rich undoped Ni3Al and boron doped stoichiometric
Ni3Al possess a higher ductility than the stoichiometric material without boron,
but the fracture is mostly intergranular. This means that Ni-enrichment by itself
is not sufficient to fully ductilize Ni3Al and induce transgranular fracture. Ni-
enrichment at the grain boundaries is present without boron [12], but the extent
may be less than in boron doped Ni-rich material. The addition of boron to
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slightly Ni-rich (75.2 % Ni) leads to a moderate ductility (18.5 % [2]). The
addition of boron to Ni-rich material leads to the best possible ductilities,
through the presence of both B- and Ni-enrichment at the boundaries, causing
an increase in dislocation transmission.
5.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, it has been shown that after in situ fracture of Ni3Al-B, boron is
present at the surfaces that formerly were grain boundaries in the case of
intergranular fracture. The boron intensity increases within 24 hours after
fracture due to surface segregation at room temperature, under the influence of
the present chemisorbed oxygen and Ni-enrichment at the surface. Sulfur
segregates at high temperatures to internal (oxygen free) surfaces such as pores.
The presence of sulfur at a surface hampers surface oxidation and thereby
boron surface segregation. At room temperature, boron surface segregation
occurs while sulfur segregation is not observed. Boron, interstitially present in
the Ni3Al matrix, has the ability to segregate to a free surface at room
temperature. Furthermore, an important driving force for boron surface
segregation, i.e. the interaction with oxygen, is not valid for sulfur surface
segregation.
The presence of a notch induces brittle fracture due to an increase in strain and
strain rate in its vicinity and, as a consequence, an increase in brittle-to-ductile
transition temperature. The fracture stress is smaller than the yield stress up to
higher temperatures. Because of the high ordering tendency in Ni3Al, plasticity
at the notch will not occur to a great extent and a highly mobile dislocation
density, necessary for crack tip blunting, is not present.
Without a notch, the amount of boron is shown to have a marked influence on
the fracture behavior of Ni-rich material. Specimens containing 0.8 at.% boron
fractured in situ, whereas Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B heavily deformed during in situ
fracture attempts. Undoped specimens fractured intergranularly and did not
show any ductility. Upon increasing the boron concentration from 0 to 0.2 at.%,
slip transmission at the grain boundaries largely overcomes the increase in
yield stress due to boron addition. When the amount of boron increases to 0.8
at.%, slip transmission at the boundaries does not change, because similar
relative boron intensities are measured. It does lead to an increase in yield
stress, increasing the propensity for brittle fracture. Grain refinement would
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decrease the sensitivity of the fracture behavior with respect to the amount of
boron.
The Σ3 grain boundaries have a high resistance toward intergranular fracture,
as becomes clear from the OIM results on cold rolled and annealed material.
However, specimens with fractions of Σ3 grain boundaries that are high enough
to ductilize Ni3Al cannot be manufactured by arc-melting and subsequent
thermomechanical cycles, as is used for the homemade specimens. Due to
mechanical damage induced by several preparation steps, the measured tensile
ductilities of Ni3Al-0.2 at.% B are low compared to earlier results, although they
are higher than for undoped material. The presence of cracks before tensile
testing leads to a scatter in the obtained yield strengths as well.
The comparison of OIM measurements before and after tensile deformation of
doped specimens yields information on strained regions that are the result of
deformation and the relative misorientations within grains. It becomes clear
that the relative misorientation increases close to the grain boundaries and
especially near the triple junctions, because these are the regions where the
constraints imposed by the surrounding grains are maximal. This does mean
that there is some interaction at the grain boundaries to accommodate to the
applied deformation. In undoped material, however, there is no interaction at
all at the grain boundaries, because it immediately fractures along the grain
boundaries upon the slightest deformation. When there is no slip transmission
at the grain boundaries at all, as in undoped Ni3Al, it can be calculated that
fracture will be intergranular.
The results obtained by OIM and the influence of the amount of boron point in
the direction of an increase in slip activity near the grain boundaries by the
addition of boron. Chemical disorder at the grain boundary is caused by Ni and
boron interaction. Although boron causes an increase of the grain boundary
cohesive energies, the formation of directional electronic Ni-B bonds does not
contribute to enhanced ductility. On the contrary, addition of boron to Ni-rich
material leads to ductilization through the accompanying Ni-enrichment at the
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